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A scientific system, instrument, and metrics to demystify 
visual storytelling and help you build powerful brands

EPICTELL EPIC BRAND STORIES



“Marketin! is the art 
of tellin! a story that 
resonates with your 
audience and then 

spreads.”

Seth Godin



✤ Humans are pre-disposed to stories  
✤ Narrative transportation: Consumers identify and 

connect with characters ➛ emotional response 
and brand relationship 

✤ Stories convey meanin!s 
✤ Create a sense of self 
✤ Express who we are 
✤ Understand our 

experience and world, 
instill values

Storytelling



“Consistently tell a
great brand story.”



epic



epic



beginning middle end

exposition resolution

climax

ris
ing
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n falling action



beginning middle end



problems solutions
Consumers don’t care 
about our stories 

Static ima!es lack 
temporal sequence 

How to move beyond 
tired clichés/formulas 
How to explain and 
justify your strate!y

Tell                     instead 
of histories 

Create                        
          instead of plot lines  

Let an                    !uide 
visual content creation 

Use                        to 
demonstrate success

epic stories



brands are vessels of 

meaning
consumers can incorporate 

into their own lives



“Share the history 
of your company.”



“Tell your story. You may be 
surprised but people want to know 
what makes your brand or business 

unique. People are interested in 
how you started and how you got 

to where you are today.”



help customers be

protagonists
in their own stories



a brand essence is the 
compass that defines 
your brand and how it 
fits into the life story 

consumers are writin! 
for themselves



The best stories… the stories that transcend 
time and place, are more than simply 

entertainin! – they are in some way useful to 
us… They help us work throu!h unconscious 

pressures and deal with fear, an!er, and anxiety, 
and they lend expression to deep yearnin!s we 
are often unable to articulate or even identify."

“ 
Mark and Pearson (2001): The Hero and the Outlaw



History

is this story 
entertaining 
or useful?



RabbleRabble





Brand Essence: “Rabble Wine 
encoura!es customers to 

embrace the chaos in their lives 
and turn the world upside-down 

throu!h creatin! micro-
moments of escape that chan!e 
the world into a warmer place.”



The best stories… the stories that transcend 
time and place, are more than simply 

entertainin! – they are in some way useful to 
us… They help us work throu!h unconscious 

pressures and deal with fear, an!er, and anxiety, 
and they lend expression to deep yearnin!s we 
are often unable to articulate or even identify."

“ 
Mark and Pearson (2001): The Hero and the Outlaw



functional attributes

emotional 
associations

symbolic 
meanin!s

Brand Essence: “Rabble Wine encoura!es 
customers to embrace the chaos in their lives 

and turn the world upside-down throu!h 
creatin! micro-moments of escape that chan!e 

the world into a warmer place.” 

Brands are vessels of meanin! consumers 
can incorporate into their own lives.



finding your brand 
essence is really hard…



…but luckily there 
is a shortcut



the main storytelling goal 
for brands should be to 
clearly and consistently 

express a specific archetype



problems solutions
Consumers don’t care 
about our stories 

Static ima!es lack 
temporal sequence 

How to move beyond 
tired clichés/formulas 
How to explain and 
justify your strate!y

Tell epic stories instead 
of histories 

Create                        
          instead of plot lines  

Let an                    !uide 
visual content creation 

Use                        to 
demonstrate success

character arche-
types



archetypes in storytelling 

✤ Archetypes are inherent patterns and psycholo!ical 
structures that are universally shared and reco!nized 

✤ The buildin! blocks of culture: Archetypes help us 
make sense of the world, usually in unconscious ways 

✤ Strate!ic application: Brands can o"er an archetype 
which matches the archetype that consumers want to 
express in their own stories
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Fiji Water, Lululemon, Toyota 
Prius, (Gucci Bloom)

Casper, IBM

Toyota Tundra, Marriott, 
American Express, The 
North Face

Gucci, Harley-Davidson,  
Jack Daniels (CGC)

Coca Cola, Lush 
(CGC), Dior

Nike (2), Under Armour, 
Red Bull, GoPro

Calvin Klein (2), 
Sephora, (Lush)

Aviation Gin (2, 3), Fiber 
Fix, Bur!er Kin! (CGC)

Starbucks (2), IKEA 
(2), Heinz Ketchup

Amazon Alexa, 
Dove (2), Pampers

Louis Vuitton 
(2), Cadillac (2)

LEGO, Apple (2)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pz5Fj5LroM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCWCHco-HKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdbnGQOPwUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdbnGQOPwUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wafe6kDBb6c
https://casper.com/about/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kF43wHtuems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOligw78FQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2LB4DdypUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZS98hd3g7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbD_Pxv4MEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbD_Pxv4MEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ob570Cescv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gISwAYGNkv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIVnk0X1ICE
https://us.coca-cola.com/holiday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5D9PTecPo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFTGme_s39Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_033-cItwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2-efiAcS3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXlWYZ022zU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gfom3zfgpfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwdwtmUT-l8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVuy7RE56Io
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eQtVMDmDZU&list=PLyicZ8tGKGhN2tmgItpAuUgSBHruD9_4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN9Q2pKiDKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoZeiQRWfR4
https://youtu.be/z7VfOUSQQxA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtRl9HZGZEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayD-4nMnB44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esy-a4AWkPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haPvuhznuyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haPvuhznuyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Axgc593TjB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEWGQFEeKq8
http://www.apple.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3zTfpBdyqE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgpoOpNX5IY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keOaQm6RpBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQWLKhhWBTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4OL5wPCXng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2T-Rh838GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idLw7IZrBjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmru1GWaGK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmmETIjpxbo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYyDR8J2UXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNzXze5Yza8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0pTtj1-u9E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=175GAmhgzSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9TdA8d5aaU


Regular Guy/Gal
✤ Desires connection with others 

and sense of belon!in! 
✤ Values ordinary virtues, while 

bein! put o" by elitism 
✤ Unpretentious and favors 

ordinary thin!s/activities 
✤ Believes in friendship and 

inherent worth of everyone 
✤ Conscious of common mishaps  

and shared vulnerability 
✤ Low key, practical, resilient, hard 

workin!, relaxed, common 
touch, not out to impress 

✤ Blendin! in, empathetic, unpre-
tentious, colloquial, unassumin!Subtypes: Survivor, E!alitarian, Communitarian, Buddy, Realist

Profile

(video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEWGQFEeKq8


Outlaw
✤ Challen!es status quo and 

aims to destroy or subvert 
what is not workin! 

✤ Seeks revolution and disruption 
✤ Advocates for chan!e and 

reform of social systems 
✤ Rejects and lives outside 

normal order/conventions 
✤ Sheds unhealthy/imposed 

attitudes and habits 
✤ Shocks, embraces dan!ers, 

takes risks, and breaks rules 
✤ Unconventional, contrarian, 

outsider, counter-culture, wild, 
passionate, recklessSubtypes: Rebel, Contrarian, Radical, Troubleshooter, Game Chan!er

Profile

(video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ob570Cescv4


Jester
✤ Avoids boredom of mundane 

world throu!h playfulness 
and havin! fun at all costs 

✤ Lives in the moment, takes 
thin!s li!htly, dissolves stress 

✤ Breaks rules to have fun, 
disre!ardin! consequences 

✤ Enjoys li!ht-hearted truth-
tellin!, satire, and risin! above 
life’s absurdities/hypocrisies 

✤ Out-of-box thinkin! and finds 
clever ways around obstacles 

✤ Playful, spontaneous, wild 
ideas, humorous, parody, funSubtypes: Entertainer, Wit, Wise Fool, Holy Fool, Jovial Truth-Teller

Profile

(video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtRl9HZGZEE


choose one (max two) of 
these twelve archetypes as 

the dominant character (lead 
archetype) for your brand



a brand essence is the 
compass that defines 
your brand and how it 
fits into the life story 

consumers are writin! 
for themselves

the shortcut



RabbleRabble





brand essence archetypes localize into brand individual content

RW encoura!es customers 
to embrace the chaos in 
their lives and turn the 

world upside-down throu!h 
creatin! micro-moments of 

escape that chan!e the 
world into a warmer place.

outlaw
Challen!es status 
quo and aims to 

destroy or subvert 
what is not workin!

jester
Avoids boredom of 

mundane world throu!h 
playfulness and havin! 

fun at all costs

Break with 
conventions to escape 

the stu#ness and 
pretentiousness of 

wine (Rebel subtype)

Celebrate ‘don’t care’ 
attitude consumers 

use to rise above the 
absurdity of life (Wise 

Fool subtype)

Emphasize the ‘now’ 
by pushin! stress 

aside and livin! in the 
moment ➛ YOLO 

(Holy Fool subtype)



Break with conventions to escape the 
stu"ness and pretentiousness of 

wine drinkin! (Outlaw, Rebel subtype)

Emphasize the ‘now’ by pushin! 
stress aside and livin! in the 
moment ➛ YOLO attitude  
(Jester, Holy Fool subtype)

Celebrate ‘don’t care’ 
attitude consumers 

use to rise above the 
absurdity of life (Jester, 

Wise Fool subtype)

RW encoura!es customers to 
embrace the chaos in their lives 

and turn the world upside-down…



what archetype 
best expresses 

your brand?
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how can we translate 
our lead archetype into 

actual visual content



problems solutions
Consumers don’t care 
about our stories 

Static ima!es lack 
temporal sequence 

How to move beyond 
tired clichés/formulas 
How to explain and 
justify your strate!y

Tell epic stories instead 
of histories 

Create character arche-
types instead of plot lines  

Let an                    !uide 
visual content creation 

Use                        to 
demonstrate success

instrument



the instrument outlines 
specific visual elements to 

help brands express a 
desired archetype, from 

the ground up





v2.0 is coming soon 
get free updates and a sneak peak 

of the improved instrument at 
www.epicbrandstory.com 

http://www.epicbrandstory.com


Reg. Guy

Rabble

wine spill, 
showin! the 
messiness of 
everyday life  
(vs. polished 
Instaperfect 
aesthetics)

non-traditional wine !lass

simple and heavily 
used cuttin! board

simple food, not !lamorous 
or even super fresh lookin!

in the process of cookin!, 
simple utensils that are found 

in everyday kitchensstrawberries as 
a simple snack/

pleasure

at-home settin!, 
probably kitchensoftness of blur 

creates relaxed 
atmosphere

items seem used and in 
household for lon! time

overall warm colors



Jackson Triggs

Reg. Guy

eatin! with 
one’s hands

flat photo!raphy: 
candid snapshot

non-traditional 
wine !lasses

pizza at home

playful contrast: 
le!endary vs low-key

havin! fun between friends

everyday clothin! (plaid shirt 
and white t-shirts, blue jeans)

small rips in clothin!, typical 
fashion without makin! a 

stron! statement 

down-to-earth kitchen

wine bottle (product) is cut o" 
and not the center of attention



Creator

Bottega

artistic 
composition: 

Stilleben style

 artisanal 
crystal 

!lassware

artisanal 
cocktails 

displayed as 
a creation 

artistic mirrorin! of picture 
elements (colors, shapes, 

textures): careful arran!ement 
with attention to detail

literal mirrorin! e"ect 
complements mirrorin! 
throu!h arran!ement

plant texture mirrors texture 
of carafe and atomizer

carafe as an unusual, artisanal and endurin! 
item instead of a more typical consumer !ood 



Outlaw

Dom Perignon

ima!e conveys 
shock and force

black leather, 
worn as armor

bold and 
expressive !ender 
play that breaks 

rules

stark contrast in colors

brutalist architecture with concrete 
walls: rou!hness and !run!iness

kink elements

statement 
throu!h clothin!

deep and loomin!/
dan!erous lookin! shadows 

black or !old nail polish, 
ed!y and forceful

white nail polish, innocent 
and peaceful

stark contrast in the two 
prota!onists of the ima!e ➛ 

dissonance and chaos



Innocent

Villa Maria Wines

ima!e conveys 
warmth, calm, 

and peace

!rand vista and 
picturesque view

!olden li!ht of a 
sunrise/sunset

softly rollin! hills

field/pastures in the 
distance ➛ pastoral scene 

trees baskin! in sunli!ht 
➛ paradisal nature

soft and pastel colors

stillness of rural 
environment

!rainy ima!e conveys an 
analo!ue feel



v2.0 is coming soon 
get free updates and a sneak peak 

of the improved instrument at 
www.epicbrandstory.com 

http://www.epicbrandstory.com


problems solutions
Consumers don’t care 
about our stories 

Static ima!es lack 
temporal sequence 

How to move beyond 
tired clichés/formulas 
How to explain and 
justify your strate!y

Tell epic stories instead 
of histories 

Create character arche-
types instead of plot lines  

Let an instrument !uide 
visual content creation 

Use                        to 
demonstrate success

input metrics



18%

8%

13%

13%

49%

35%

13% 10%

16%

26%

well articulated brands poorly articulated brands 



18%

8%

13%

13%

49%

well articulated brands 

✤ Lead Archetype Percenta!e (LAP): 49% 

✤ Follow-up #1 Percenta!e (FUP): 13% 

✤ Non-Archetype Percenta!e (NAP): 18% 

✤ Archetype Consistency Measure (ACM): 3.8 

✤ Lead-AT divided by Follow-Up #1: 49/13 

✤ Archetype Stren!th Measure (ASM): 2.7 

✤ Lead-AT divided by non-Archetype: 49/18



18%

8%

13%

13%

49%

35%

13% 10%

16%

26%

well articulated brands poorly articulated brands 

✤ Lead Archetype Percenta!e (LAP): 26% 

✤ Follow-up #1 Percenta!e (FUP): 16% 

✤ Non-Archetype Percenta!e (NAP): 35% 

✤ Archetype Consistency Measure (ACM): 1.6 

✤ Lead-AT divided by Follow-Up #1: 26/16 

✤ Archetype Stren!th Measure (ASM): 0.7 

✤ Lead-AT divided by non-Archetype: 26/35



18%

8%

13%

13%

49%

35%

13% 10%

16%

26%

well articulated brands poorly articulated brands 

ACM
3.8 vs 1.6
∆ = 2.4x

ASM
2.7 vs 0.7
∆ = 3.9x



well articulated brands poorly articulated brands 

ACM
3.8 vs 1.6
∆ = 2.4x

ASM
2.7 vs 0.7
∆ = 3.9x

Lead Archetype (Re!ular Guy/Gal) Non-Archetype



18%

8%

13%

13%

49%

35%

13% 10%

16%

26%

well articulated brands poorly articulated brands 

input metrics are just as 
powerful as output metrics 
(or even more) for creating 

high-performing brands



problems solutions
Consumers don’t care 
about our stories 

Static ima!es lack 
temporal sequence 

How to move beyond 
tired clichés/formulas 
How to explain and 
justify your strate!y

Tell epic stories instead 
of histories 

Create character arche-
types instead of plot lines  

Let an instrument !uide 
visual content creation 

Use input metrics to 
demonstrate success



create a meaningful brand essence 
that resonates with your customers

choose a character archetype that 
suits your brand (essence) and appeals 

to your customers (start here)

consistently express your archetype 
through creating and fine-tuning 

visual content on social media



ONLINE COURSES COMING IN Q2
๏ A scientific system: An framework to tell epic brand stories throu!h 

consistently expressin! clearly defined character archetypes  

๏ A detailed instrument for SMART visual storytellin!: A master list 
of over 300 symbols, actions, settin!s, and ambient e#ects that 
empowers marketers and content creators to translate character 
archetypes into actionable visual content 

๏ Multiple input metrics: Calculations and benchmark 
recommendations for metrics that measure the archetypal 
stren!th and consistency of a brand or influencer 

๏ Be the first to know at www.epicbrandstory.com 

http://www.epicbrandstory.com


Q&A



instrument v2.0 and online 
courses are coming soon (Q2) 

be the first to know and  
get a sneak peak at 

www.epicbrandstory.com 

http://www.epicbrandstory.com


Dr. Joachim Scholz
AR Marketin! Professor 
Goodman School of Business 
Brock University 
Email: jscholz@brocku.ca 
Web: joachimscholz.com 
     twitter.com/joscholz 
     linkedin.com/in/joscholz 
     joscholz.medium.com

mailto:jscholz@brocku.ca
http://www.joachimscholz.com
https://twitter.com/joscholz
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joscholz/
http://joscholz.medium.com


I reveal how brands can 
thrive in today’s hyper-

connected, over-saturated, 
and meanin!-hun!ry world



How can companies 
levera!e controversy 
to build their brands?

How do consumers 
consume social media 

influence?

my research

How can companies 
tell brand stories via 
sin!le-ima!e content 

on social media?
read more about my research at www.joachimscholz.com, or reach out to me at jscholz@brocku.ca 

http://www.joachimscholz.com
mailto:jscholz@brocku.ca


How can companies  
levera!e AR for tellin! 

their brand stories?

How does AR facilitate 
consumers in their 

consumption projects?

How does spatial AR 
shape consumers’ 

relationships with brands, 
places, and each other?

my research

read more about my research at www.joachimscholz.com, or reach out to me at jscholz@brocku.ca 

http://www.joachimscholz.com
mailto:jscholz@brocku.ca


Dr. Joachim Scholz
AR Marketin! Professor 
Goodman School of Business 
Brock University 
Email: jscholz@brocku.ca 
Web: joachimscholz.com 
     twitter.com/joscholz 
     linkedin.com/in/joscholz 
     joscholz.medium.com

mailto:jscholz@brocku.ca
http://www.joachimscholz.com
https://twitter.com/joscholz
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